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I HEREBY RECOMMEND THIS PLAN B PAPER BE ACCEPTED AS 
FULFILLING THIS PART OF THE DEGREE, M.S. IN ED. 
(} hH'L 13, IJ(,,!f ~ATE ADVISE 
DEPARTMENT HEAD ~-o-
She whispered still that brightness would return 
She, in the midst of all preserved me still 
A poet, made me seek beneath that name, 
And that alone, my office upon earth; 
The Prelude 
I 
William Wordsworth was not a self-made poet, drawing 
all his literary genius from his own imagination and sensory 
resources. Biographers and critics have agreed that his 
sister, Dorothy, played a major role in his poetic achievements. 
The success of this great literary figure tells the story of 
A younger sister who consecrated her entire life to the greatest 
good of her brother, sacrificing for herself everything outside 
him and his existence . These early childhood playmates were 
separated for some years after the death of their mother. 
However, an influence had already been made by Dorothy upon 
her favorite brother. Upon seeing a butterfly in his adult 
life, he recalls the pleasure of his childhood adventures when 
he and Dorothy "together chased the Butterfly." He records, 
too, that: 
A very hunter did I rush 
Upon the prey;--with leaps and springs 
I followed on from brake to bush; 
But she, God love her! feared to brush 
The dust from off its wing . 1 
The love between brother and sister did not cool during 
the separation, but was kept glowing by visits as frequent 
112 ! ~utterfly, 11. 13-18. 
2 
as possible and a constant and loving correspondence. By 
1794, they were again under the same roof, never to be sepa-
rated again by such a long length of time. It is at this time 
that Dorothy devoted herself to William's interests and aims, 
an act which many say could have been performed only by a very 
noble woman. Such unselfish love prompted Mr. Paxton Hood's 
remark: "Not Laura with Petrarch, nor Beatrice with Dante, 
nor the fair Geraldine with Surrey, are more really connected 
than is Wordsworth with his sister Dorothy."2 
During the life-long common residency of Dorothy and 
William Wordsworth, they took several extended tours and 
excursions, besides daily walks to their neighboring woods 
or homes of acquaintances. While her brother was occupied 
with writing poetry, Dorothy not only took care of the house-
hold duties, but kept accounts of their experiences at home 
and a'llay in various journals. Exactly why she started such 
tasks is unknown. In her third journal, however, she states 
that she writes "because I shall give Wm. pleasure by it. 11 3 
Her motive in later journals is somewhat altered since she 
claims one was written for the information of some dear friends 
who should have been with them, and another was ''not to make 
a book but leave to my Niece a neatly penned Memorial of those 
few interesting months of our lives."4 
2 Edmund Lee, Dorothy Wordsworth 
and Company, 1895), p. 18. 
3Ernest De Selincourt, editor, 
Wordsworth (New York: The Macmillan 
p. 37; Entry May 14, 1800. 
(New York: Dodd, Mead, 
Journals of Dorothy 
Company, T941l, Vol. I, 
4correspondence of H. c. Robinson !!!,h ~ Wordsworth Circle, 
(Oxford, 1927) Vol. I; P: 127. 
3 
Whatever her purpose, it is through these journals that 
we have received many historical notes of the two famous poets, 
Wordsworth and Coleridge, and the life at the time. We have also 
the literary expression of a woman who had the same poetic 
tendency and receptive mind toward nature as did one of the 
greatest laureates. A wide circle of friends recognized her 
literary abilities after reading early journals that had been 
meant only for the eyes of her brother and a few close friends. 
These people, many of WDm. were prominent critics, being most 
anxious to make her talent known, increased the number of copies 
of her work, and thus increased her writing audience. Despite 
Dorothy's stated opinion, "I should detest the idea of setting 
myself up as an author, 11 5 she had received such status and was 
at one time offered services in securing terms with a publisher. 
Negotiations, however, fell through and since Dorothy herself 
had no real interest in having her work published, nothing of 
hers was printed in her lifetime except those extracts quoted 
by William in notes to his poems or revised for his Guide to 
the Lakes. It was not until seventy years after her death 
that the first of her Journals appeared. More recently, interest 
in her personality and writings has grown to such an extent 
that nearly all her work has been published. 
Despite Dorothy Wordsworth's failure to become as famous 
as her illustrious brother in the literary field, many biog-
raphers and critics feel that she had the potential to achieve 
such greatness. Such people believe that her lack of literary 
5ne Selincourt, p. v. 
4 
· success is due to the fact that she chose to concentrate all 
her energies upon her brother and his happiness rather than. 
to pursue a career of her own. Some feel that "Her journals 
are Wordsworth in prose, just as his poems are Dorothy in 
verse. 11 6 While most critics will agree that Dorothy had a 
very profound effect upon the poetry of her brother, not all 
share the same enthusiasm for her own talent. · They temper 
their praise by stating that her journals give a "pleasing 
picture of their daily occupations, the incidents which gave 
birth to many of her brother's poems, and the circumstances 
under which they were written."7 In comparing her nine 
journals to each other, it is seen that her early accounts 
were hastily scribbled notes, while the later ones became 
less personal, more carefully written, and more historically 
elaborate. Her widened audience seems to have inrluenced her 
writing style to a large extent. It is on the basis of this 
apparent change that Dorothy Wordsworth's possibilities as a 
distinguished English writer can be judged. Had she devoted 
her life to a literary career, would she have become a famous 
literary figure? Of course, there is no positive ~ ~r !!£. 
answer, but a careful analysis of her journals in chronological 
order will reveal characteristics of her style that will form 
the basis for a strong opinion concerning her talent. 
6 Lee, p. 37. 
7rbid., p. 78. 
5 
II 
William and Dorothy Wordsworth settled at Alf oxden 
near Nether Stowey in 1797, and thus began their wonderful 
year with Coleridge. These extremely compatible friends spent 
a whole year in nearly complete bliss, enjoying the wonders 
of the nature they all loved and drawing exhilarating ideas 
and questions from each other. They took many trips, both 
long and short, and let their life flow easily and naturally 
from day to day. William was deeply troubled over the scenes 
he had witnessed in France and was most disappointed in events 
that seemed inevitable. It was Dorothy who drew him out of his 
despondency and back to nature. The Bishop of Lincoln said 
of her, "She weaned him from contemporary politics, and won 
him to beauty and truth."8 Through her, William was able to 
enjoy their tour of the Wye, from which he wrote his famous 
Lines Composed ! ~ Miles Abov~ Tintern Abbey. 
The Alfoxden Journal is dated 1798 and was begun in the 
first month of that year. Her aid to her brother's morale 
did not injure Dorothy's own appreciation of the nature around 
her, for she records such descriptions as "Moss cups more proper 
than acorns for fairy goblets,"; "The crooked arm of the old 
oak tree points upwards to the moon"; and "a magnificant scene, 
curiously spread out for even minute inspection." In this 
journal, Dorothy recorded her spontaneous reactions to her 
simple life among nature's rapturous beings. It was not meant 
to be published, for it was hastily written in poor literary 
8Ib1d., p. 34. 
6 
form. Words were often misspelled, punctuation omitted, 
and sentence structure sometimes completely ignored. Yet, 
she is able to transmit to her readers the feelings she had 
experienced. The most notable examples of this are her 
exquisite descriptions of the sky. Once on a walk, she observed: 
The sky spread over with one continuous "~:>.L'._:_, 
cloud, whitened by the light of the moon, 
which, though her dim shape was seen, did 
not throw forth so strong a light as to 
cheque the earth with shadows. At once 
the clouds seemed to cleave asunder, 
and left her in the centre of a black-
blue vault. She sailed along, followed 
by the multitude of stars, small, and 
bright and sharp. Their brightness 
seemed concentrated (half moon).~ 
This journal is short, ending in May, 1798, and tells 
nothing of the historical events of the time or any important 
details of the personal lives of the three friends. Yet, it 
holds a charm that makes it noteworthy in discussing a possible 
literary career: Dorothy Wordsworth displays her ability to 
record her spontaneous reactions to nature through descriptive 
passages that transmit her feelings to the reader. 
The reputation of the Wordsworths at Alfoxden became 
quite notorious because their neighbors could not understand 
the conduct of such strange people who walked miles in the 
moonlight merely to observe the sea. Both they and their 
friends suffered from such wild stories that hinted they 
were lunatics, witches, or traitors smuggling cargo into 
England; and their removal from residence here was almost 
demanded. Thus, the brother and sister spent the fall and 
9ne Selincourt, Entry January 24, 1798; p. 4. 
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winter in Germany. Here William composed several poems and 
Dorothy produced the Journal of Visit to Hamburgh and of 
Journey from Hamburgh to Gosler. Again, she is most observant 
of nature and fills many of her entries with descriptions 
of it. In addition are her detailed impressions of the 
strange surroundings and customs. Most striking are her vivid 
descriptions of the German people, after which she often 
comments upon their character. In describing Sunday as a 
day of ease she concludes, "The men cannot look either chear-
ful or pleasant, but the women are often very pleasing in 
their appearance. 11 10 After relating an incident of the 
mistreatment of a Jew by a German soldier she observes, "The 
soldiers who are stationed at the drawbridge looked very 
surly at him, and the countenances of the by-standers expressed 
cold unfeeling cruelty. 11 11 These are not criticisms, but 
accounts of the impressions made upon the author. No detailed 
history or criticisms are given concerning their departure 
from England. It is incomplete, not telling of their life 
at Goslar for the entire six months, and is still written 
in a hasty and structurally incorrect manner. 
Upon return to their native England, the Wordsworths 
took up residence in an ideal cottage home in the lake dis-
trict at Grasmere. It was beautiful country where a communion 
between nature and her lovers was quite easily made. Their 
cottage had a garden and orchard where they could both work 
10Entry September 30 1798 29 ' ; p. • 
1 1 Ib1:d. , 
8 
and nurture the elements they adored. Dorothy performed all 
the domestic duties of their home, and even though~ they were 
far from being free of financial burdens, they passed the 
next three years most satisfied with their existence. The 
Grasmere Journal has been called a "precious hwnan docwnent. 11 12 
It is a day by day account of their walks, visits, corre-
spondences, and emotions. The motive for writing this journal 
stated in the opening entry is to "give Wm. pleasure by it," 
which explains its intimate character. Like the two earlier 
works, it contains Dorothy's responses to her surroundings of 
man and nature and has no continuity of form. Despite the 
ethereal effect given by her poetic comparisons and 'imaginative 
insight,' her entries also convey the actions of real life. 
The homely accounts of making pies and bread, mending clothes, 
or fetching the milk are highly appreciated for themselves 
as well as emphasizing the highly emotional levels of thought 
and inspiration. Dorothy appreciates both the mystical influence 
that nature has upon them and the peace that stirs within 
them upon experiencing the uneventful toils at their cottage. 
Furthermore, she has the ability to verbally express such 
stirrings in a pleasing manner. Such is the reader's response 
upon reading: 
12 
Afterwards, William lay, and I lay, in the 
trench under the fence--he with his eyes 
shut, and listening to the waterfalls and 
the birds. There was no one waterfall 
above another--it was a sound of water in 
the air--the voice of the air. William 
heard me breathing and rustling now and 
De Selincourt, p. vii. 
then, but we both lay still, and unseen 
by one another; he thought that it would 
be as sweet thus to lie so in the grave, 
to hear the peaceful sounds of the earth, 
and just to know that our .dear friends were 
near. The lake was still; there was a boat 
out. Silver How reflected with delicate 
purple and yellowish hues, as I have seen 
spar; lambs on the island, and running 
· races together by the half-dozen, in the 
round field near ~s. The copses greenish 
hawthorne green.1~ 
The enthusiasm displayed in this elegant passage is also 
displayed in this account: 
Rose not till half-past 8, a heavenly 
morning. As soon as breakfast was over, 
we went into the garden, and sowed the 
scarlet beans about the house. 4rt was a clear sky, a heavenly morning.1 
Dorothy Wordsworth's perception was so keen that it 
would have helped her greatly in a literary career. This 
is exemplified by her recorded observations that inspired 
her brother to write beautiful poetry. This is shown in 
the similarity between William's poem, "To The Clouds," 
and Dorothy's entry which prompted its creation: 
The clouds moved, as William observed, in 
one regular body like a multitude in motion--
a sky all clouds over, not one cloud.15 
This perception is shown further as an asset to her writing 
when it prompts her to make such poetic phrases as, 
The dead heage round Benson's field bound 
together at the top by an interlacing of 
ash sti~s, whioh made ~6chain of silver when we faced the moon.1 
13Entry April 29, 1802; pp. 139-40. 
14Entry May 1, 1802; p. 141. 
15Entry April 24, 1802; p. 138. 
16Entry April 17, 1802; p. 134. 
9 
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In her relationships with the people at Grasmere, she 
reveals this quality when writing of them. Of her friend 
Jane Ashburner, she notices her presence as "bold and grace-
ful" and her countenance "free and gay." Dorothy was also 
able to grasp the possible and probable feelings of a grand-
mother toward her granddaughter by commenting, 
When she is sixteen years old I dare say 
that to her grandmother's eye she will 
seem as like to what her mother was, as 
any rose in her garden is liky7the rose that grew there years before. 
With her friend, Coleridge, she mixes acute perception 
with the sympathy that it bore. She expresses an early con-
cern for him by writing, "Oh, how many, many reasons I have 
to be anxious for him. 11 18 She seems to sense these fears 
and only is it later that they are confirmed. She lengthens 
a straightforward entry of "Bad news of Coleridge" to "We had 
a melancholy letter from Coleridge ••• It distressed me very 
much. II This disturbance leads to a talk with William in • • • 
which they "Had some interesting, melancholy talk about his 
private affairs." Later, she is able to again perceive his 
unexpressed grief by observing, "He was well, but did not look 
so." She did not lack the same tendency with her brother. She 
knew him and could help him when he was mentally fatigued or dis-
turbed without his having complained. One such incident she 
records tells of William being nsadly tired" from working on 
The Pedlar. After reading the poem Penhurst to him, Dorothy 
17Entry March 13, 1802; p. 123. 
18Entry November 10, 1801; p. 79. 
11 
states he "rose better11 and she was "chearful and happy." Often 
this quality enabled her not only to relieve his depression, 
but also to inspire him as well. Such an example of mental 
therapy is illustrated in the following account: 
I went to him; he worked away at his poem 
though he was ill and tired. I happened 
to say that when I was a child I would not 
have pulled a strawberry blossom. • • • 
At dinner he came in with the poem of 
Children Gathering Flowers, (Foresight) 
but it was not quite finished, and it 
kept him long of9 his dinner •••• 
It is now done. 
~"P personal notations greatly enhance the writing 
s.k:ill of Dorothy Wordsworth. The abrupt "Poor Wm.! 11 or 
"No William!" display a clever use of personal exclamations 
to end entries that cannot help but entice the reader to 
read further. It not only displays a deep affection, 
which is always admirable and enjoyable to the reader, 
but lends an air of reality to the story that seeps through . 
a mass of diary notes. The emotions of the characters 
brought out by nature are abundantly described, but it is 
the personal relationships with other people that give 
this journal the warmth of spirit that it needs. Such 
brief details as, "We resolved to see Annette, and that Wm. 
should go to Mary, 11 give the reader an intimate view of the 
personalities involved without boring him with the past history 
or details of the situation. The honesty with which these 
private affairs are told leave no doubt that they were the 
actual responses at the time. The most impressive such passage 
19Entry April 28, 1802; p. 139. 
is that of William's marriage and Dorothy's own reaction 
to it. 
At a little after 8 o'clock I saw them go 
down the avenue towards the church. 
William had parted from me upstairs. When 
they were absent my dear little Sara pre-
pared the breakfast. I kept myself as 
quiet as I could, but when I saw the two 
men running up the walk, coming to tell 
us it was over, I could stand it no longer, 
and threw myself on the bed, where I lay 
in stillness, neither hearing or seeing 
anything till Sara came upstairs to me, 
and said, "They are coming." This forced 
me from the bed where I lay, and I moved, 
I knew not how, straight forward, faster 
than my strength could carry me, till I 
met my beloved William, and fell upon 
his bosom. He and John Hutchinson led 
me to the house, and there I stayed to 
welcome my dear Mary. As2soon as we had breakfasted, we departed. 
12 
Because there is no prolonged agony or exaggeration of her 
sentiments, the reader understands the mental pain which she 
experienced and his natural sympathy for her is immediately 
stimulated. Thus, the talent of including personal items 
smoothly and effectively keeps The Grasmere Journal from 
being an endless collection of poetic paragraphs that lose 
interest for the reader because he cannot project any of his 
own emotions into them. 
III 
Recollections of ~ Tour Made ~ Scotland was not jotted 
down daily, but written at her leisure after her return to 
England. Written while the events were still vivid in her 
20Entry October 4, 1802; p. 176. 
13 
memory, this journal views the trip as a ~hole. William 
Coleridge, and Dorothy made this very humble tour for six 
weeks in 1803. It was not a fashionable holiday, for their 
traveling was done in a very old coach pulled by aged horses. 
The journal was written for the information of friends who 
should have been with them as Dorothy tells.21 Because of 
this motive it excludes many of the personal touches admired 
in the early journals. Now that her reading audience had in-
creased, she often left out names of individuals for fear of 
being accused of gossip. It is carefully composed, with a quite 
elegant style. A combination of her quickness of observation 
and graceful descriptions with this improved writing form 
has resulted in such praise as: "The result is one of the 
most delightful of all books of travel, and is undoubtedly 
her masterpiece. 11 22 However, Dorothy's own opinion of 
herself as an author was still very poor. In one entry she 
refused to describe a scene saying, " ••• for Wm. has done 
it better than I could do in a sonnet which he wrote the 
same day ••• with more of the feeling of the place •• 1123 • • 
She underestimated her own skills as can be proved by pointing 
out the poetic character of this journal. One example of this 
is a description of a waterfall near the banks of the Clyde: 
The majesty and strength of the water 
struck me with astonishinent, which died 
away, giving place to more delightful 
feelings; though there were some buildings 
21 Ibid., p. vii. 
22Ibid. 
23Entry September 18, 1803; p. 388. 
that I oould have wished had not been there, 
though at first unnoticed. The chief of 
them was a neat, white, lady-like house 
very near to the waterfall. 
14 
Another such passage shows the intensity with which she 
observed people and thoughtfulness with which she charac-
terized them. Upon watching a Highland boatman, she wrote: 
It was a test ••• containing in itself 
the whole history of the Highlander's 
life--his melancholy, his simplicity, 
his poverty, his superstition, P~d 
above all, that visionariness which 
results from a communion2with the unworldliness of nature. ~ 
Again, homely reality appears in the journal of 
Dorothy Wordsworth. It is through these frank descriptions 
that she also includes the rare personal references to her-
self and her companions. The following recollection contains 
a both frank and personal observation: 
The horse had taken fright ••• and the 
men had been obliged to unyoke him and 
drag the car through, a troublesome 
affair for Wm.; but he talked less of the 
trouble and alarm than of the pleasure 
he had felt in having met with such true 
good-will an~6ready kindness of the Highlanders. 
Thus, her impressions listed in this journal are not only 
those from nature, .but also from the simple-minded and 
hospitable Highlanders. It was from the simple life of 
these people that Dorothy gained so much enjoyment from 
their families, as well as the provision of lodgings for the 
24]:ntry August 20, 1803; p. 223. 
25Entry August 28, 1803; p. 286. 
26Entry September 2, 1803; o. 325. 
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travelers. She .tells of many times abandoning her own quiet 
bedroom to join the noise and confusion of the kitchen, 
imagining that if she could ~tay there forever she would 
never cease to marvel at the coarse beauty of the overall 
scene. It is in the same frame of mind that she can deeply 
appreciate the situations of those less fortunate. She 
transmits such feelings in one of her effective comparisons: 
••• I never saw anything so miserable 
from dirt, ••• it reminded one of the 
house of a decayed weaver in the suburbs 
of a large town, with a sickly wife and 
a large family; but Wm. says it was fa~ 
worse, that it was quite Hottentotish. 1 
It is with less interest and enthusiasm than in her 
early journals that she records the small events of their 
daily life. Even though these are fewer in number, their 
quality is usually of a high standard. For the decreasing 
number of personal events and simple unimportant facts, 
she substitutes a type of historical or legendary information 
that might be found in travel guides. A great deal of time 
is spent upon the history of Rob Roy when they were visiting 
the area of his adventures. Further historical events are 
recalled by comparing this legendary hero of Scotland to 
a resembling one from English legends, Robin Hood. These 
are, however, moderated by descriptive passages concerning 
the feelings of the Scottish people about their hero. Yet, 
this change in subject matter seems to indicate a decreased 
interest in picturing the simple scenes they pass daily. 
27Entry August 26, 1803; p. 259. 
The very shortness of the following passage indicates this 
loss : 
It was an ugly yellow- daubed building , 
staring this way, and than , but William 
looked at it with ~leasure for poor 
Ann Tyson ' s sake . 25 
16 
Although it is such a minute point upon which to base a 
characteristic of her style of writing , it is most important 
to note that her style , however slightly , has changed . 
The next two journals written by Dorothy Wordsworth , 
Excursion of the Banks of Ullswater ~ Excursion .!!E Scawf ell 
Pike , were much altered and included in William ' s Guide to 
the Lakes , published in 1823 . They were written in 1805 and 
1818 , respectively , and seem as though they were written to 
meet the requests of her friends . Dorothy ' s recognition as 
a writer is emphasized by the fact that her friends succeeded 
in having at least five manuscripts of the Recollections 
produced. During the time of the Excursions , she was in 
constant correspondence with friends and these journals 
appear to have been written to satisfy her friends ' requests 
for more details of the descriptions of her trip given in her 
letters to them . Originally , the Scawfell Excursion was part 
of a letter to Reverend William Johnson . 29 It was , however , 
altered by William for inclusion in his Guide . 
Because of her motivation in writing these journals , 
Dorothy includes fuller details of the landscape she tours 
28Entry September 1, 1803; p . 309. 
29 Ibid ., p . xv . 
17 
and excludes many of the personal remarks and descriptions. 
They seem to be cluttereq with names of those they met and 
visited, exact numbers of miles and hours that indicate their 
activities, and painfully long, detailed directions for arriving 
at certain points of interest. Despite her increased attention 
to nature, it is not as striking as it had been in the less 
eloquent journals. As proof of this, compare the following to 
the poetic passages cited in the Grasmere Journal: 
Opposite was Scaw Fell and we heard the 
roaring of the stream from one of the 
ravines of that mountain, which, though 
the bending of Wasdale Head lay between 
us and Scaw Fell, we could look into, as 
it were, and the depth of the ravine 
appeared tremendous; it was black and 
the crags were awfu1.30 
' Of course, her style did not change conversely in these journals 
so completely. Miss Wordsworth did retain much of the 
beautiful style she had formerly displayed. However, the most 
important characteristics to be emphasized in this comparison 
are those with which she seemed to be trying to impress her 
audience most favorably. It is important to notice that her 
obvious attempts to please an audience did not produce the 
favorable qualities that did her first, externally-unmotivated 
works. 
The Journal of ! Tour .Q!! the Continent is the longest of 
all the journals written by Dorothy Wordsworth. This tour, 
made in 1820, found her in the company of William and Mary, 
and five other people. All the members of this tour except 
30Entry October 7, 1818; p. 429. 
18 
William and a cousin of Mary kept journals, Dorothy's being 
the most elaborate. Like the Recollections, it was written 
after her return home, but was done in a quite different manner. 
She had taken extensive daily notes throughout the journey and 
the final journal was written from these notes. Perhaps this 
was done because her memory was not as sharp as it had been 
twenty years earlier, or because the trip was much longer. 
Regardless, the results do not appear as favorable. There is 
just too much of it either to hold the reader's undivided attention 
or to stimulate him to pursue further records of their adventure. 
Dorothy herself was most discouraged at its length when ·she 
began rewriting it and stated in a letter to Mrs. Clarkson 
that 0 Had not my brother so very much wished me to do my best 
I am sure I should never have had the resolution to go further 
than just re-copy what I did by snatches and very irregularly 
at the time. 11 31 As a result of her struggles to finish this 
long journal, she was not at all satisfied with it. William 
once expressed the wish for someone to put the journals of 
Mary and Dorothy together and condense them to the facts of 
general interest. Even though the audience for whom she wrote 
it estimated this journal higher than Dorothy did, they were 
forced to realize it was too long. Today, most editors have 
shortened this lengthy work, leaving in the personal items 
that were typical of Dorothy Wordsworth's style. Still, most 
readers find it too tedious. 
31Ernest De Selincourt The Letters of William and 
Dorothy Wordsworth: The Later-Years . (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1939), Vol. I, pp. 37,38. 
Not all feel that this voluminous Continent Journal 
is hampered by its length. It has been said to have been 
written "With a mental capacity and literary skill, which 
19 
) 
would have enabled her to carve out for herself an independent 
reputation and position of no mean order. • • • 1132 And of 
course, not all the talent praised in the first journals has 
completely disappeared, as is realized at the discovery of a 
·view pictured in this manner: 
That pink hue was transient; but when I 
went out into the morning air, the shady 
and bright steeps reared their heads 
in rival majesty.33 
Just as she sustained her poetic quality in this scene and 
other observations such as "on leaving the town, the vale 
opened out in .fresh loveliness," or a realistic and awe-
striking description of thunder in the Alps,34 she also 
maintained her ability to characterize the citizens she met 
by their dress and manner. 
· ' 
The women hurrying away, with their cargoes 
of fruit and vegetables, as if eager to 
be beforehand with the market •••• Two 
young ladies trip forward, their dark hai.r 
basketted round the crown of the head, 
green bags on their arms--two gentlemen 
of their party--next to a lady with smooth 
black hair stretched upward from the 
forehead and a skull cap at the top, like 
a small dish.35 
32Lee, p. 173. 
33ne Selincourt, Vol. II, E~try : August 21, 1820; p. 171. · 
34:Entry August 12, 1820; p. 132. 
35Entry July 21, 1820; p. 40. 
20 
The effect of her surroundings upon Miss Wordsworth's soul 
that contributed most favorably to her literary skills 
earlier, still influences her writing. Thus, she writes: 
Their dresses were neat and gay; and, in 
that place of which we had so often read 
in histories of battles and sieges, their 
appearances, while they struggle chearfully 
with the blustering wind, was wild and 
romantic. 
Despite the praise given it and the examples showing 
similar sparks of talent displayed in early writings, Dorothy 
Wordsworth's journal of her continental tour shows a decline 
in writing potential. The length alone is not the only 
flaw, but is the overall characteristic composed of several 
smaller points less attractive to her style of writing. The 
most obvious of these is her elaborate descriptions of small, 
seemingly insignificant, things they saw • . While her first 
journals would have described a room in which she stayed very 
simply and with a note of the characteristic atmosphere, in 
the Continent Journal she describes her room in this detailed 
manner: 
The walls painted in pannels, handsome 
carpets, chimney-piece marble coloured, 
hearth red, bed curtains white, sheets 
coarse, coverlet a mixture of cotton and 
woolen, beautifully white; but how clumsy 
all contrivances of braziers and smithsf )7 
Similarly, in describing a procession, rather than saying it 
was all decorated in · a festive manner and mentioning things with 
36 Entry July 18, 1820; p. 31. 
37Entry July 11, 1820; p. 11. 
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striking appearances, she describes all she sees and for the 
' festive ' substitutes". · •• the whole decorated with festoons 
of holly, and large roses made of paper, alternately red and 
yellow. 11 38 In the elaboration, Dorothy adds unnecessary 
elements of description by remarking, "Our boatmen, skillful 
in their craft, still kept near the shore ••• 11 39 or "The 
heads of the Ladies covered with white or black veils (but 
generally white) . 11 40 ·Other additions include a long passage 
telling the fearful qualities of a small dirt road upon which 
they traveled and a comment upon the Arena, saying, "The best 
places in the Arena were paid for--half a Milanese franc 
I believe, or 16 sous •• 1141 • • In this journal, she even 
includes whole poems of her brother that were inspired by 
particular spots , rather than merely giving the title as 
she had done before. 
In the midst of this elaboration of detail, Dorothy 
Wordsworth also loses the personal touches so admired in her 
first works. There are fewer comments about specific people 
in the touring party and her relationship to them is hardly 
seen at all. In the few remarks she doe.s make about them , 
they become 11my brother and his friend 0 or "my companions." 
With this loss comes the feeling that she is writing only to 
38Entry July 16, 1820; p. 25. 
3~ntry August 30, 1820; p. 226. 
4~ntry August 30, 1820; p. 229 
41 Entry September 2, 1820; p. 238. 
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please an audience instead of any personal interests she 
might have. This is obvious upon their arrival in Calais 
when she writes, " ••• however you may dislike the smells 
from their slovenly baskets 11 and "Everyone is struck with the 
excess ive ugliness .•• of t he f ishwomen of Calais, and that 
no one can forget. 11 40 The reader can further tell that she 
is writing for someone other than herself by her insertions 
of "As everyone knows •• • " or "But I was going to lead you," 
or "You may judge •• " Her descriptions are no longer • • 
spontaneous, but are well-planned, decisive ones, as: 
••• But at Bruges the pensive images 
of monastic life among the quiet goings-
on of the thinly-peopled city were to us 
inexpressibly delightful--a cast of 
pensive grace over all, even the very 
childrent43 
The spontaneity is further dulled by her use of notes to 
record her feelings for places toured. Her dependence upon 
them is made known by several passages in which she states 
the party was detained while someone was sent back to recover 
her notebook that she had either left behind or lost. At one 
point she also states, "I took no notes, therefore, if inclined 
could not describe the magnificance. 11 44 Such dependence dis-
plays her lack of natural r esponses to the scenes recorded. 
So intent was she upon recording all she saw, she 
adds detailed explanations of certain points af · interes~, as 
42Entry July 11, 1820; p. 10 
43Entry ' J~ly 15, 1820; p. 23. 
44:Entry September 29, 1820; p. 321. 
"The architecture is a mixture of Gothic and Grecian (the 
three orders of pillars, one above another). • • • "~ 
Although she reveals they had an "increasing admiration of 
the ancient buildings," she fails to give reasons for the 
admiration and no true feeling about them is conveyed. In 
this same manner, she even goes so far as to enumerate the 
fixtures of an assembly room--" ••• 17 lustres--14 huge 
mirrors--14 marble Ionic pillars. II~ Dorothy also • • • 
makes more historical entries and more details given with 
each one than ever before, but conveys no feeling toward 
the place, event, or herself as she did when they visited 
the historical areas of Burns and Rob Roy in Scotland. 
one point, she makes a lengthy digression on the French 
royalty's attachment to a particular room in the Palace 
Fontainebleau, which is quite unnecessary.47 
The lack of personal touches is evident in her 




native inhabitants are inserted in place of a summary that 
would point out the most important or interesting topics. The 
outward appearances of people, not the outstanding features or 
personal qualities, are given. It is through such passages 
as these that Dorothy Wordsworth first enters her own dis-
approving judgment of people based upon appearance alone. She 
reveals her opinion about the Catholic religion by observing, 
45Entry July 17, 1820; p. 29. 
46Entry July 16, 1820; p. 26. 
47Entry September 29, 1820; p. 322. 
"Priests in their gaudy attire" or that the nuns "seem to 
have left their prayer books at home." She also expresses 
her own personal opinions, provoked by some of the scenes 
they pass. Once she remarks: 
Surely it is a blessing to the aged in 
Roman Catholics countries to have the 
churches always open for them, if it were 
only that it makes a v~riety in the 
course of a long day.4e 
In a similar mood, she comments: 
I wish Napoleon had contrived no worse 
schemes for making himself remembered 
than finishing of this Cathedral, which 
his reign was too short to accomplish.~9 
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Her attitude toward things they observed, people they 
saw, and conditions to which they were exposed is also 
openly vented in the Continent Journal. The appearances 
of the University men were most disagreeable to her mainly 
because of their "want of discipline." She records her 
discontent in traveling through a dreary section by saying: 
· It was mortifying to pass through a 
country that sunshine would at least 
have rendered chearful, with the carriage 
head up and umbrellas spread out.50 
She talks of the Princess of Hesse-Hamburg as being" ••• be-
loved and admired, and, if she does not care much about loving 
her husband, I think must spend a happy life in this beautiful 
country. 11 51 Thus, be expressing such.opinions and attitudes, 
48Entry July 13, 1820; p. 16. 
49Entry September 1, 1820; p. 322. 
50Entry July 27, 1820; p. 61. 
51Entry July 29, 1820; p. 75. 
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the spirit of her style is somewhat dampened. Her writing 
no longer expresses the spontaneous reactions to places or 
impressions of people, for she comments upon "rude girls in 
dirty caps," "idle boys," and "laughter and rude remarks 
of passengers." She views Alost as a "rather shabbily-
flashy town," and remarks that - "an old man pestered me to buy 
a silk purse for 15 kreutzers having first demanded thirty." 
As a whole, the style of the Continent Journal seems to 
be less enthusiastic for the small, out-of-the-way, interesting 
places to visit which had inspired her poetically beautiful 
paragraphs earlier. Upon returning home, she remarks that 
since they ''did not see the famous stables, Cat Chantilly] 
therefore saw nothing except a long straggling town of large 
houses, not very handsome--and nothing interesting all the 
way thither from Paris, though we passed through St. Denis. 11 52 
With their cut-and-dried itinerary, she seems to no longer 
find as much fascination for the simple, delightf ul common 
life or core of nature that she had shown on previous trips. 
IV 
Upon a second trip to Scotland in 1822 with Joanna 
Hutchinson, Dorothy Wordsworth produced the Journal of Ml 
Second Tour in Scotland . William remarked that this journal 
was amusing and contrasted greatly with the lonely mood of her 
latest tour.53 Since she was involved with the revision of 
52Entry October 27, 1820; p. 331. 
53w. w. to Richard Shapr, Letters, p. 92. 
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the Recollections, she spent very little time in revising this 
journal. Perhaps the lack of revision aids it, for it "contains 
some vivid and characteristic writing. 11 54 Again, she includes 
the vivid adventures so typical of the Recollections. Also 
reminiscent of this earlier account is the inclusion of the 
names of her companions and people they met, as well as the 
feelings each experienced or expressed . Questions are inserted 
as before, with the same unique style having no deep thought 
involved, but a whimsical pondering over situations encountered. 
Such an example of this is given in her recollectton of her 
first visit to Queen Mary's apartments when she says: 
They appeared less gloomy than before--as 
if they might now be dusted every week, 
or is it only a scouring that has5been given them for the King ' s visit?? 
Her vivid experiences include most favorably an incident 
in which she curiously inspected a dark alley, but quickly 
retreated for fear that the children spitting out of an upper 
window would hit her bonnet. She does not scold or condemn 
them, but states they would "have attained the utmost point 
of pleasure in their sport could they have hit my Bonnet. 11 56 
No further opinions are given and the style of the whole 
journal is most typical of Dorothy Wordsworth's first style. 
Again, a complete switch from bad to good is not made 
from the journals of the continent to this one. There are 
54ne Selincourt, Vol. II, p. xviii. 
55Entry September 17, 1822; p. 345. 
56Entry September ' 16, 1822; p. 346. 
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still many details written and historical data included. 
Yet, the details are more personal and spontaneous, and the 
-historical individuals mentioned are given less significance. 
Dorothy Wordsworth's humor, as well as her poetic soul, is 
shown in the following description of a return to Loch Lamond 
which is most typically her style: 
My approach was now slower, and I was glad 
of it. The woods are thickened, and the 
view of the water is part shut out by young 
larch plantations at the road-side. The 
evening delicious, the Loch as smooth as 
a mirror. Sun declining towards mountains 
of Glen Oroe, yet shining full on the 
cobler's head. Not a touch of melancholy 
in the scene, all majesty and solemn 
grandeur with loveliness in colouring, 
golden and green and gray crags.57 
The Journal of ! Tour .2!! the ~ of Man is more like 
a diary, showing her visits to Joanna and Henry Hutchinson 
in 1828. It is very much like the Grasmere Journal in the 
choice of topics. She shows interest in nature again and has 
many entries devoted to it. Her feelings toward the beauty 
found on the l:sle are expressed as "Nature and art hand in 
hand, all shrubs, and Spanish chestnut in great luxuriance. 11 58 
A typical description of this nature comes in this instinctive 
cry, "Mountains and sea cliffs and bright sunshine in bay--
sunshine and shade."59 Her original style in portraying 
people also returns when she calls a Mr. Putman a most 
"Gentlemanly man, faded, and delicate looking," or Mrs. 
57Entry September 20, 1822; p. 355. 
58Entry July 5, 1828; p. 408. 
59Entry July 19, 1828; p. 419. 
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Brown "rather a pretty woman about 34, with sweet countenance." 
But the passage that brings this early style to mind most 
clearly is that of a kitchen: 
Oh! the confusion and dirt of her kitchen 
and her servant, as rough as if just fetched 
from a mountain hovel, and Mrs. Duke her-
self, smart, pretty and even chearful, in 
the midst of distress.60 
v 
Could Dorothy Wordsworth have become a famous literary 
figure had she devoted herself to a writing career? The 
immediate reaction to this question is ~· In the study 
of her style of writing, her spontaneous reactions to nature 
are found to be transmitted to the reader through her pen. 
Her literary skill is enhanced by her perception, unique 
descriptions, and intimate character, despite her inconsistent 
literary form. Her sharp memory and poetic mind are attributes 
which would have aided her greatly in a literary career. Added 
to these are imagination, sympathy for her surroundings, and 
deep emotion which she could express with moving simplicity. 
' 
These qualities found most clearly in her early works make her 
successful writing career inevitable had she been so directed. 
However, since she did gain s.ome recognition as a writer in her 
lifetime, the effects of such prominence must be evaluated. 
After gaining this small amount of recognition, Dorothy 
Wordsworth wrote to please her audience. In doing so, her 
journals became less personal, more carefully written, and 
60Entry July 1 o, '1828; p. 413. 
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more historically elaborate. This was her downfall! In 
reviewing her journals chronologically, her literary accom-
plishments deteriorate from personal, envigorating accounts 
of the life of a sensitive and perceptive lover of the simple 
world of man and nature, to tedious and elaborate travel 
guides by an anxious-to-please and deliberately careful 
author. The cause of this deterioration was the attempt of 
Dorothy Wordsworth to please those who read her work. Further 
proof that this deterioration is not merely decreasing talent 
is found in her last two journals. Here are found the charming 
and vivid styles that first drew her audience, without the 
cluttering details meant to instruct the reader. In these, 
she again was not trying to please .and was not continually 
revising her first copy. Had she sought a literary career, 
she would have always been trying to please her readers, 
critics or publishers. She would have failed. Writing beca.n,ie 
drudgery to her under these circumstances. It so involved her 
in elaborate detail that she could not find any enthusiasm for 
the world about which she was writing. Her motive for writing, 
then, became her prophet of success. Could she have continued 
to briefly jot down her thoughts and feelings, without regard 
to those who would read them, she could have succeeded. 
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